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1 THE DATASET
We selected the “Bank Marketing” dataset.  The data is related
with direct marketing campaigns of a Portuguese banking insti -
tution.  The  marketing  campaigns  were  based  on  phone  calls.
The Portuguese banks offered contacted customers  a long-term
deposit  deal  with  an  attractive  interest  rate.  Often,  more  than
one contact to the same client was required, in order to access if
the  product  (bank  term  deposit)  would  be  ('yes')  or  not  ('no')
subscribed.

The data set consists of:
● 45211 instances
● 17 attributes with class labels.

The following attributes are present in the data set:
1 - age (numeric). Min: 18, Median: 39, Max: 95.

2 - job : type of job (categorical: "admin.","unknown", "unem-
ployed","management","housemaid","entrepreneur","student", 
"blue-collar","self-employed","retired", 
"technician","services"). Top 3 most common categories: blue-
collar 9732, management 9458, technician 7597.

3 - marital : marital status (categorical: "married","divorced", 
"single"; note: "divorced" means divorced or widowed). Most 
common to least common: married 27214, single 12790, di-
vorced 207.

4 - education (categorical: "uknown","secondary","primary", 
"tertiary"). Most common to least common: Secondary 23202, 
tertiary 13301, primary 6851, unknown 1857.

5 - default: has credit in default? (binary: "yes","no"). Yes: 815,
No: 44396.

6 - balance: average yearly balance, in euros (numeric). Min: -
8019, Median: 448, Max: 102127.

7 - housing: has housing loan? (binary: "yes","no"). Yes: 25130,
No: 20081.

8 - loan: has personal loan? (binary: "yes","no"). Yes: 7244, No:
37967.

# related with the last contact of the current campaign:
9 - contact: contact communication type (categorical: "un-
known","telephone","cellular"). Most common to least common:
cellular 29285, unknown 13020, telephone 2906.

10 - day: last contact day of the month (numeric). Min: 1, Me-
dian: 16, Max: 31.

11 - month: last contact month of year (categorical: "jan", 
"feb", "mar", ..., "nov", "dec"). Top 3 most common: may 
13766, july 6895, august, 6247.

12 - duration: last contact duration, in seconds (numeric). Min: 
0, Median: 180, Max: 4918. 

# other attributes:
13 - campaign: number of contacts performed during this cam-
paign and for this client (numeric, includes last contact). Min: 1,
Median: 2, Max: 63.

14 - pdays: number of days that passed by after the client was 
last contacted from a previous campaign (numeric, -1 means 
client was not previously contacted). Min: -1, Median: -1, Max: 
871.

15 - previous: number of contacts performed before this cam-
paign and for this client (numeric). Min: 0, Median: 0, Max: 
275.

16 - poutcome: outcome of the previous marketing campaign 
(categorical: "unknown","other","failure","success"). Most com-
mon to least common: unknown 36959, failure 4901, other 
1840, success 1511.

# output variable (desired target):
17 - y - has the client subscribed a term deposit? (binary: "yes", 
"no"). Yes: 5289, No: 39922.

Attribute type counts:
● numeric – 7
● categorical – 6
● binary – 4

Number of unknown values in original dataset:
● job – 288
● education – 1857
● contact – 13020
● poutcome – 36959

All in all, the dataset is already in fairly good shape: the data is 
not sparse, the number of unknown values is fairly low and there
are no missing values.

2 CLASSIFICATION
2.1 Selecting two algorithms
As our case requires the creation of a model that is capable of
predicting whether  the output  variable  y will  become “yes” or
“no”, it was clear that we need some kind of classification algo-
rithm.  This  led us  to  look  at  Azure  Machine  Learning’s  two-
class  classifiers.  Our dataset  was of a manageable  size,  so we
didn’t need to prioritize speed so much at the cost of accuracy.
We also wanted to choose two clearly different algorithms.

To aid us in choosing the algorithm, we consulted some existing
research on the same dataset. Moro, Laureano and Cortez (2011)
stated  that  several  DM algorithms  can be used for  classifying
marketing contacts, each one with its own purposes and capabil -
ities.  Their  chosen  algorithms  were:  Naïve Bayes (NB),  Deci-
sion Trees (DT) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Elsalam-
ony (2014) also used Naïve Bayes, as well as Logistic Regres -
sion, Multilayer Perception Neural Network and Decision Trees.



Based on this  information  we realized  that  there  were several
decent algorithms for this dataset. To maximize the difference 
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Table 1: Two-Class SVM parameter exploration

between the algorithms, we decided to choose two very different
algorithms  from Azure  ML that  we expected  to  perform  well
based on the articles, namely the Two-Class Support Vector Ma-
chine and the Two-Class Decision Forest.

2.2 Subsampling
We implemented a subsampling procedure and reduced original
dataset  to  30% of  original  size.  Subsampling  was  based  on  a
random method  of  selecting  original  rows.  Please  refer  to  the
subsampling.py-script in our solution folder for more implemen-
tation details.

In  the  end,  the  subsampled  dataset  was  not  used  because  the
original  dataset  already had a manageable  size and the experi-
ment was repeatable.

2.3 Training & Testing

2.3.1 Parameters
Workflow

Link to the workflow: http://gallery.azureml.net/Details/
4d9b5129f7a147f6bb3dc004fc4c76be

We created two parallel paths of the same workflow for each al -
gorithm.  The workflow starts with the dataset and Project Col-
umns-module. The Project Columns was used to switch on and
off  our  new, pre-processed numerical  value columns (see Pre-
processing for more information). Each workflow path has both
the normal Split Data/Train/Score Model-path as well as a Cross
Validate  Model-path.  Results  from  both  algorithms  are  com-
bined in two Evaluate Model-modules. The one on the left has
the results from the “normal” path, where as the one on the right
has the Cross Validated results. The Permutation Feature Impor-

tance modules were added to give an additional way to analyze
the data attributes.
The Workflow setup was the same for all the runs in this part.
We only varied the algorithm settings. The tested settings can be
seen in tables 1 and 2. The threshold value was kept at 0,5 for
all the test results.

Results

see Table 1 & 2

Discussion

Out of the two algorithms, we had a better understanding of the
Two-Class  Decision  Forest  due  perhaps  to  it’s  more  intuitive
way of working. We reasoned that our dataset was fairly small,
and therefore followed advice on Azure Help pages, which rec-
ommended Bagging as the resampling method in small datasets.
We chose to vary the number of decision trees,  the maximum
depth and number of random splits to see performance changes.

We were able to improve the performance of the algorithm by
bumping up the default values. The default values can be seen in
table 2, rank 4. An increase to the number of decision trees and
number of random splits improved all metrics (table 2, rank 1),
but  also  increased  training  time  by  some  minutes.  Increasing
these  parameters  more  led  to  degraded  performance  (table  2,
rank 3). We believe that this is a sign of over-learning. Also the
decreased performance in table 2, rank 2 can be attributed to the
increased maximum depth of the trees. This is also probably an
example of over-learning in the algorithm.  In other  words,  the
settings in rank 1 are probably close to the “saturation point” of
this algorithm. The algorithm behaved quite as we expected: we
were able to get better performance at the cost of learning time
when bumping up the parameters, but only to a certain limit. Af-
ter reaching the limit, the performance degraded.
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Table 2: Two-Class Decision Forest parameter exploration

The Two-Class  Support  Vector  Machine  was more difficult  to
interpret,  as  it  is  conceptually  a  more  complicated  algorithm.
The number of available parameters was also smaller than in the
Two-Class Decision Forest.  We chose to vary the available nu-
merical  variables:  number  of  iterations  and  lambda.  Surpris-
ingly, the default values (table 1, rank 1) gave the best results.
The same strategy of bumping up the parameters at the expense
of training time didn’t  work for the Two-Class Support Vector
Machine. Adding more iterations actually worsened the perfor-
mance (at  least  based on F1 Score),  as can be seen in table 1,
rank 3. Increasing the lambda-value also degraded the algorithm
performance. Perhaps the algorithm could’ve worked better with
a smaller lambda value? Anyhow, the best results were reached
with the default values and we didn’t observe over-learning for
the SVM.

All in all, the Two-Class Decision Forest outperformed the Two-
Class  Support  Vector  Machine  consistently,  although they did
end up fairly close. Figure 1 displays the True vs False positive
curves for both algorithms, with their rank 1 parameters.

Figure 1: True vs False Positive curves: Two-Class Decision
Forest in red and Two-Class SVM in blue

2.3.2 Scaling
Workflow

Link to workflow: http://gallery.azureml.net/Details/
51c1ad50d5fb473bace5e86ea9a757ae

The workflow in this part  was very similar to the workflow in
part  a.  The  biggest  difference  is  that  we  added  a  Normalize
Data-module  after  the  Project  Columns-module,  to  enable  the
testing  of  different  scaling  methods.  We tested  three  different
scaling methods featured  in the module:  ZScore,  MinMax and
Tanh. On top of this, we also used our own custom standardized
attributes in one test.

We used the rank 1 algorithm parameters from the previous part
when testing the scaling methods.

Results

Scaling
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Accuracy 0,893 0,893 0,893 0,893

Precision 0,64 0,64 0,64 0,647
Recall 0,204 0,204 0,204 0,185

F1 Score 0,31 0,31 0,31 0,288
Two-
Class
Deci-
sion
Forest

Accuracy 0,901 0,901 0,899 0,88

Precision 0,586 0,586 0,575 0,483
Recall 0,539 0,539 0,529 0,307

F1 Score 0,561 0,561 0,551 0,375
Rank 1 2 3 4

Table 3: Effects of scaling method on algorithm performance

Discussion

Our results in table 3 indicate that both algorithms behave simi -
larly  when faced with different  scaling methods.  The best per-
formance was achieved with the equally good ZScore and Min-
Max-methods,  whereas  Tanh  was  considerably  weaker.  How-
ever, the performance with ZScore/MinMax turned out to be ex-
actly  the same as without  any normalization.  This  was not  so
surprising  for  the Two-Class  Decision  Forest,  which is  not  so
heavily affected by scaling,  but it  was quite  surprising for the
Two-Class Support Vector Machine, for which data normaliza-
tion  is  recommended.  The  built-in  normalization  in  the  algo-
rithm shouldn’t have affected the results either, since the results
were the same both in table 1, rank 1 (normalization on) and 2
(normalization off).

Our  own standardization  scaling,  produced  by  our  own script
ranked third, so it was nice to see some differences in the out-
comes, although this version only affected the Decision Forest.
All in all, it seems that the scalings did not affect our data very
much - perhaps because only 7 out of 17 attributes were numeri-
cal in our data set. Data scaling is, after all, primarily aimed at
numerical data attributes.

2.3.3 Training/test set splits
Workflow

Link to workflow: http://gallery.azureml.net/Details/
49987df40c494fd2af3db1742e0b6122

Once again,  the workflow layout  is  similar  to  part  a,  but  this
time  we made  some  bigger  changes.  We removed  completely
the  Cross  Validation-module  and  related  paths,  as  it  was  no
longer  needed  in this  part.  Instead  we branched  five  different
paths  starting  from  the  Normalize  Data-module,  so  that  each
path  would  start  with  its  own Split  Data-module.  In  the  Split
Data-module, we specified the ratios for training/testing data re-
quired  by  the  exercise.  The  reason  for  why  five  different
branches was to save time. This way we only needed to run the
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experiment  twice  to  get  the total  of  ten different  ratios  in the
data split

Once again we used the rank 1 algorithm parameters from tables
1 and 2. As data normalization method we chose the best per-
forming MinMax-method.

Split
ratio

5 train/
95 test

15
train/
85 test

25
train/
75 test

35
train/
65 test

45
train/
55 test

55
train/
45 test

65
train/
35 test

75
train/
25 test

85
train/
15 test

95
train/  5
test

SVM Accuracy 0,892 0,895 0,895 0,894 0,895 0,895 0,895 0,894 0,893 0,901
Precision 0,653 0,628 0,635 0,615 0,631 0,627 0,606 0,609 0,626 0,583

Recall 0,172 0,258 0,247 0,244 0,221 0,225 0,242 0,208 0,193 0,206

F1 Score 0,272 0,365 0,355 0,35 0,327 0,331 0,346 0,31 0,295 0,304

DF Accuracy 0,894 0,896 0,898 0,897 0,898 0,898 0,898 0,899 0,904 0,91
Precision 0,569 0,575 0,576 0,568 0,565 0,564 0,564 0,564 0,596 0,581

Recall 0,372 0,437 0,476 0,484 0,518 0,513 0,521 0,526 0,534 0,525

F1 Score 0,45 0,497 0,521 0,523 0,541 0,537 0,542 0,544 0,563 0,552

       SVM Best               DF Best
Table 4: Effects of training/test data split on algorithm performance

Results

see Table 4

Discussion

When running this experiment,  we quickly came to the conclu-
sion that a higher training data allocation leads to better results -
to a certain extent. It depends on the algorithm, when the opti-
mal  ratio  is  reached.  In  our  case,  the  best  performance  was
gained  from the Two-Class  Support  Vector  Machine  when the
data split  was 65% to the training set  and 35% to the test  set.
The Two-Class Decision Forest on the other hand, was at its best
close to the Pareto principle:  at 85% training and 15% testing.
For both algorithms, we chose to rank based on F1 Score, since
it is perhaps best suited for our data, which is unevenly distrib -
uted and we don’t have a preference for the False Positive/Nega-
tive cost ratio.

In  general,  choosing  the  splitting  ratio  determines  how much
variance will be introduced to the parameter estimates versus the
performance statistic. Based on the results from table 4, it seems
safe to say that SVM deals better with more variance in the per-
formance statistic compared to the Decision Forest.

3 MISSING VALUES
3.1 Python script to generate different 

datasets with missing values
Specific percentage of missing values per attribute

We implemented a Python script to create four new versions of
the dataset with a small and large fraction of missing values in
the attributes duration and age. The attribute duration has a high
information  gain  and  the  attribute  age  has  a  low information
gain given the classification task. This was learned by analyzing
the Decision Trees created by the Two-Class Decision Forest al -
gorithm.

The datasets with a small fraction of missing values are gener-
ated with the amount of missing values of 10% in the attributes
duration and age.

The datasets  with a large fraction of missing values are gener-
ated with the amount of missing values of 40% in the attributes
duration and age.

Missing values randomly across attributes

We implemented a Python script to create two new versions of
the dataset with a small and large fraction of missing values ran-
domly distributed across all attributes. The script randomly dis-
tributes random percentage of missing values. The number of at-
tributes to be filled with missing values is randomly generated
and is between 1 and the total  number of attributes.  There are
defined boundaries for random choosing of percentage of miss-
ing values that are going to be distributed in randomly selected
number of attributes.

The dataset with a small fraction of missing values is generated
with the amount of missing values in range from 5% to 20%.

The dataset with a large fraction of missing values is generated
with the amount of missing values in range from 30% to 60%.

Different datasets

There are now 6 different datasets generated:

● Case 1: Small fraction missing, high information gain 
attribute (duration)

● Case 2: Large fraction missing, high information gain 
attribute (duration) 

● Case 3: Small fraction missing, low information gain 
attribute (age) 

● Case 4: Large fraction missing, low information gain 
attribute (age) 

● Case 5: Small fraction of missing values, randomly 
distributed 

● Case 6: Large fraction of missing values, randomly 
distributed 

Please  refer  to  the  distribute-attribute.py-script  and  distribute-
random.py-script in our solution folder for more implementation
details.

3.2 Strategies for dealing with the missing 
values

We used with the Two-Class Decision Forest algorithm with the
parameters from the 1 rank the best classifier from part B with
the 10-fold cross-validation  and the best  parameter  settings  to
train it with the different strategies of ignoring, replacing, class-
replacing and predicting to deal with missing values.



Link to workflow used for cases (datasets) 1-4: http://
gallery.azureml.net/Details/
2354c5a7714c4d61a674287d16b90a87

Link to workflow used for cases (datasets) 5-6: http://
gallery.azureml.net/Details/68d80c9ee3df4847a882c11f-
b8ad2df2

3.2.1 Ignore
Workflow

We  implemented  the  strategy  of  ignoring  the  respective  at-
tributes  with missing values completely in the dataset with the
Clean Missing Data module.  The cleaning mode was “Remove
entire column”.

Results 

Table 6: Effects of ignoring the attributes with missing values

Discussion

There is no effect of increasing percentages of missing values in
single attributes because in each case the whole attribute will be
removed.

In our experiment  the two datasets  (Case 5 & 6) with missing
values across several attributes had several missing values in all
attributes. So the strategy with ignoring these attributes had the
effect that all the attributes were removed and there was no exe-
cution possible.  There is no effect of increasing percentages of
missing values across several attributes.

Missing  values  in  the  attribute  duration  caused  more  damage
than in the attribute age because the attribute duration has a high
information  gain.  If there are more missing values,  the perfor-
mance degrade.

3.2.2 Replace
Workflow

We implemented the strategy of replacing the missing attribute
values by the median/mode value of that attribute in the entire
dataset with the Clean Missing Data module. For the numerical
attributes  we  used  the  cleaning  mode  “Replace  with  median”
and  for  the  categorical  attributes  we  used  the  cleaning  mode
“Replace with mode”.

Results 

Table 7: Effects of replacing the missing attribute 
values by median/mode

Discussion

There is an effect of increasing percentages of missing values in
the single attributes duration and age. The strategy degrades the
performance with increasing fractions of missing values of the
duration attribute,  while the performance of the age attribute is
nearly the same.

Furthermore  the age attribute  with the lower information  gain
has the best performance.

There is also a decreasing performance effect of increasing per-
centages  of  missing  values  across  several  attributes.  And  the
case 6 with a large fraction of missing values across several at-
tributes has the worst performance in this strategy experiment.

3.2.3 Replace/class
Workflow

We implemented the strategy of replacing the missing attribute
by using the median/mode value of that attribute in the respec-
tive class with the Clean Missing Data and Clip Values modules.
For  the  numerical  attributes  we used  the  cleaning  mode  “Re-
place with median” and for the categorical attributes we used the
cleaning mode “Replace with mode”.

Results 

Table 8: Effects of replacing the missing attribute 
by median/mode in the respective class

Figure 2: Decision tree from Case 1

Discussion

Every class  has  a respective  median  value  in  one or more  at-
tributes. The Two-Class Decision Forest algorithm has now just
one  decision  of  two median  values  of  the  two classes.  That’s
why in each case the results of the parameters Accuracy, Preci -
sion, Recall, F1 Score or AUC is with 100% at its unusual best.

3.2.4 Predict
Workflow
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We implemented  the  strategy  of  prediction  of  missing  values
from other attributes with the Clean Missing Data module. The
cleaning mode was “Replace using MICE” with 5 iterations.

“For each missing value, this option assigns a new value, which
is calculated by using a method described in the statistical litera -
ture  as  Multivariate  Imputation  using  Chained  Equations or
Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations . In a  multiple impu-
tation method, each variable with missing data is modeled con-
ditionally using the other variables in the data before filling in
the missing values.” (Clean Missing Data - Azure Quick Help)

Results 

Table 9: Effects of prediction of missing values
from other attributes (MICE)

Discussion

There is an effect of increasing percentages of missing values in
the single attributes and across several attributes The MICE pre-
diction strategy increases the performance with increasing frac-
tions of missing values. The performance is getting better from
the the cases with the lower information gain,  compared to the
cases with a larger information gain. 

The best result  has the case 6 with a large fraction of missing
values across several attributes. The reason is that this replacing
strategy  harmonizes  the  dataset  most  because  of  the  large
amount of distributed missing values. The same effect was while
replacing the values with the median but replacing with MICE
has the biggest effect. In MICE each variable with missing data
is modeled conditionally using the other variables in the data be -
fore filling in the missing values instead of median values.

4 OVERALL FINDINGS AND LESSONS 
LEARNED

We learned a lot  about  Data Mining in this  exercise:  machine
learning  algorithms,  metrics  and  the  Azure  tool.  Having  tried

out many of these features for the first time, we came to realize
that this  is a field where a lot  of experience is required to be-
come  an  efficient  data  scientist.  One  has  to  know  the  data
through-and-through and understand which algorithm could be a
good fit for the specific data in question. One should know how
the data must be manipulated to get the full utility from the al-
gorithm and how to interpret the model metrics once the experi-
ment has been run.

The perhaps biggest thing we realized, while doing this exercise
is that almost  every question in Data Mining can be answered
with “it  depends”.  In our case,  the Two-Class  Decision  Forest
turned out to be a good algorithm but for another dataset it could
be horrible.  This leads back to the earlier  point  of experience.
One really has to know what they are doing or alternatively have
a lot of time on their hands for experimentation. Constructing a
useful model, which can lead to accurate and cost saving predic -
tions, however, can well be worth the effort!

5 FEEDBACK
This  exercise  was  an interesting  and  fun  one!  It  gave  us  free
hands to experiment with the data set and learn on our own. We
had the chance to analyse the dataset and play with different al-
gorithms to know their behavior on the dataset.The chosen tool
(Azure ML) was interesting and easy to use. Azure’s help pages
were also superbly useful. 

The amount of freedom given is simultaneously also the biggest
problem: it is very time-consuming and if you don’t know where
to start, you will spend a lot of time hitting your head in the wall
and getting  frustrated.  Some of  the  tasks  were also  somewhat
unclearly formulated.
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